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Located at the heart of the world renowned Las Vegas strip, the Mandarin Oriental at 
CityCenter creates the perfect harmony between contemporary urban sophistication and the 
hotel brand’s Asian roots. Acting as a design consultant for Adamson Associates Architects, 
Tihany Design created an urban oasis, enhancing the dynamic CityCenter experience.  The 
ground-floor lobby has a dramatic, dark, sexy, and distinctly Asian atmosphere.  Its quiet 
elegance is an oasis from the bustle outside.  A clean, minimal architectural shell is enhanced 
by elaborate, decorative fine art, such as a series of Jun Kaneko sculptures and a bespoke 
oval architectural ceiling feature with a red lacquer exterior and commissioned mural interior. 
From there, guests take the shuttle up to the 23rd floor Sky Lobby, which has 20-foot high 
expansive glass windows with an unobstructed view of the city.  Guests are greeted by a 
bespoke “gold bouillon” wall representative of prosperity and good fortune in the Chinese 
culture.  Low hanging parasol light fixtures draw guests into the tea lounge, where they can 
enjoy a variety of Asian teas. Jack Goldstein’s Volcano 3 painting, part of CityCenter’s Fine 
Art program, adds a sense of dynamism and a focal point to the tea lounge, juxtaposed to the 
view of Las Vegas.   
 
The 94-seat Mandarin Bar, also on the 23rd floor, is surrounded on three sides by floor to 
ceiling glass windows.  Dark wood floors, patterned blue and solid burgundy fabric paneled 
walls & ceiling, and midnight blue mohair covered furniture create a dark and intimate mood. 
On the opposite end of the Sky Lobby an all glass suspended wine loft draws visitors to Twist 
by Pierre Gagnaire.  Platforms throughout the fine dining space allow each table a view of the 
city below through 20-foot high windows. Cracked plaster art walls resemble broken 
eggshells while 316 cast-glass light spheres, hovering above the guests, cast beautifully soft 
light on the tables. A dark plum-colored custom carpet with cool grey undulating lines 
reinforces the patterns of the broken eggshells.  
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Guest rooms are also a haven from the stir of Las Vegas Boulevard.  Upon entering, guests 
are welcomed by a view to the room straight ahead and a generous walk-in closet and 
bathroom, both to one side. Natural light permeates the clean, modern room and bathroom 
through large windows.  A custom glass wall with vertical etching separates the living and 
bathing areas, giving the entire space an open feel.  Three luxurious Presidential suites are 
also available, each with its own style – an Asian-inspired room, a black and white 
contemporary room, and an art deco room on the 20th, 21st, and 22nd floors, respectively. 
 
Located on the 7th and 8th floors is a 30,000 square foot spa which continues the Mandarin’s 
Asian style, with yellow, black, and gold accents throughout.  A full service gym is available 
with a separate yoga studio, his & her locker rooms which connect to the pool deck, a beauty 
salon, and Chinese Foot Massage salon. The world-class spa facility includes: ten private, 
five couples, and two VIP treatment rooms, separate his/her steam rooms, women’s 
Rhassoul, men’s sauna, unisex hammam, laconiums, vitality pools, experience showers, 
tepidarium chairs, ice fountains, and relaxation rooms to enjoy while waiting for their 
treatments. From the spa, guests can further relax on the sleek 8th floor pool deck with three 
pools, two hot tubs, 160 chaise lounges, and 20 cabanas which are elevated on platforms for 
privacy.   

 
The second floor is accessible from the shuttle, hotel, and separate ballroom elevators, and 
houses the All Day Dining Restaurant, Mozen, which has a clean, minimal, contemporary 
feel.  Mozen has several noteworthy offerings including an exhibition noodle bar, rotisserie 
and grill, as well as a “take out” style coffee and pastry component. Brown leather banquettes 
offer seating below a series of black and white architectural photographs by Bram Tihany. 
Also located on the second floor is the main ballroom, tailored in luxurious paldao veneer and 
seating up to 440 people for private events, as well as several private meeting and function 
rooms and the business center. Back on the ground-floor, guests can enjoy the Retail Café 
which offers an assortment of coffee, tea, pastries, and gelatos.  The café design maintains 
the hotel’s Asian message with a black and red color motif.   


